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Using the Now Platform for low-code application development 
Create new workflows apps fast while governing for scale 

Designed to support the most modern agile application development methods, the Now Platform® provides a single environment for 
developers—with any level of experience or skill—to build and collaborate on delivering transformative application experiences. The platform of 
platforms allows you to digitize and automate departmental and cross-enterprise workflows, create mobile-first applications, streamline work 
with AI-powered experiences, and measure and optimize business processes, while mitigating risk. Enterprise organizations of every size and 
industry use the Now Platform for its wide variety of best-in-class, out-of-the-box IT, employee and customer workflow applications. When your 
feature and function requirements exceed out-of-the-box capabilities, and when you discover brand-new needs for custom workflows, the Now 
Platform offers Creator Workflows—the market-leading low-code application development platform, as validated in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant 
and Forrester Wave™ research reports for low-code platforms.  

https://www.servicenow.com/company/media/press-room/gartner-low-code-application-platforms-leader.html
https://blogs.servicenow.com/2021/leader-in-low-code-development-platforms.html
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Introducing Creator Workflows
Create apps and workflows three times faster1

Organizations are struggling to accelerate digital transformation. There’s 
no shortage of digital opportunities, but creating new applications and 
automating processes is still a cumbersome activity requiring scarce 
software development skills and resources. As a result, IT backlogs are 
ballooning. And with IT unable to keep pace, shadow IT is rampant—
leading to an unmanaged sprawl of siloed applications that magnify risk, 
increase technical debt, and sap employee productivity and morale. 

The Now Platform quickly and seamlessly connects your business with 
out-of-the-box IT Workflows, Employee Workflows, and Customer 
Workflows. But it doesn’t stop there. By building unique Creator Workflows 
on the Now Platform, you extend the benefits of ServiceNow digital 
workflows across your entire enterprise. Powered by ServiceNow App 
Engine® and IntegrationHub®, Creator Workflows give you the speed 
you need to accelerate digital transformation and deliver consistent 
experiences (at scale) that everyone loves. 

Source: https://www.servicenow.com/customers/desjardins.html
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Low-Code development
Provides development tools that make it easy for anyone to innovate by 
building new workflows and applications with little to no code required. 

Pro-Code development
Increases the productivity of your professional developers 
with standards-based web tools and web application 
frameworks for rapid application development. 

User experience and notification services
Delivers unified app experiences with intelligent self-service 
and AI-assisted recommendations to take quick action.

Integration and automation
Quickly and easily connect ServiceNow workflows 
to anything with IntegrationHub. 

Development tools
Offers a full suite of app development solutions for all types of 
developers to increase productivity and speed of delivery. 

Embedded intelligence
Automates mundane work, surfaces relevant information, and 
delivers actionable insights, predictions, and recommendations. 

Security
Secure by default and supporting application security and data 
protection, as well as your Identity and Access Management (IAM) needs. 

Core services
Delivers all the core services and functionality to support your ServiceNow 
application and custom application business requirements. 

This guide explores Creator Workflows in 
terms of eight top-level categories
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Low-Code development
Build better experiences faster at scale

Powered by the Now Platform, ServiceNow Creator Workflows empower enterprise-class low-code app delivery with intuitive and intelligent 
experiences, at speed and scale. With Creator Workflows, businesses can go from an abstract idea to an implemented app in about a day. Now 
it’s easier for anyone to quickly and safely build compelling app experiences that can easily scale from a single department to the entire enterprise. 

Low-code features

App Engine Studio
Put the power of the Now Platform  
in the hands of low-code developers. 
With guidance-driven dev flows and 
easy-to-start templates, low-code 
developers can build apps quickly. 

Flow Designer
From a single design environment, 
drag and drop, low/no-code 
flow logic to automate workflows 
across the enterprise.

UI Builder
Create a custom workspace 
landing page to provide your 
agents with a quick overview of 
their work and effectiveness. 

Portal Designer
A portal framework that provides 
a simple way to create service 
portals for end-users.

Mobile App Builder
Developers of all skill levels 
can easily configure and build 
ServiceNow mobile apps in a 
familiar, intuitive environment.

Virtual Agent Designer
Design and build NLU-powered 
conversations that help users 
quickly obtain information, make 
decisions, and perform common 
work tasks. Enable VA connectivity 
to popular messaging services like 
Slack, MS-Teams, and Facebook. 

Guided Application Creator
Build applications using an easy 
step-by-step process. Get started 
with tables, user roles, user interfaces, 
and more with just a few clicks to 
start using your app in minutes. 

Form Designer
Build a new form or change an 
existing form with a visual UI designer.

UI Policies
Easily define user-interface 
policies to dynamically change 
information on a form and control 
custom process flows for tasks. 

Table & Schema Builder
Easily and visually display details 
of tables and their relationships 
to access different parts of 
the database schema. 
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Pro-Code development
Scale developer productivity with intuitive tools and less code

The Creator Workflows pro-code development tools allow developers to build onto existing 
functional libraries with industry-standard code. Unlike many enterprise-scale solutions that 
require developers to learn proprietary languages, Creator Workflows support popular coding 
frameworks, including AJAX, Bootstrap, HTML/CSS, JavaScript, and Angular JavaScript.

Pro-Code features

AJAX
Support for Asynchronous 
JavaScript and XML for 
client-side development of 
asynchronous web apps.

Bootstrap 
Support for the Bootstrap toolkit to 
build responsive mobile web apps.

HTML/CSS 
Support for Cascading Style 
Sheets to define the look and feel 
of your ServiceNow web pages.

JavaScript 
Support for JavaScript 
development to address complex 
business requirements.

Angular JS 
Support for the AngularJS web 
application framework, which 
enables the development 
of dynamic ServiceNow 
websites and apps.

VS Code Extension 
Work on Now Platform projects 
using one of the most popular 
editors. Develop faster using 
IntelliSense code completion, 
offline/sync capabilities, 
and multiple projects.

Script debugger and session log 
Increase developer 
productivity to easily debug 
server-side JavaScript. View 
and download log files.
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User experience 
An easy-to-use, modern, and unified multichannel experience 

With Creator Workflows, employees, customers, and other stakeholders get the reliable apps and features they 
need to speed productivity, be first to market, and drive innovation—including quick access to data on demand. 

User experience features

Playbook Experience
Visualize business process workflows 
in a simple, task-oriented view.

Now Mobile
Find answers and get things done 
across IT, HR, facilities, and other 
departments—all from a mobile app 
powered by the Now Platform. 

Virtual Agent
Make it easy for employees and  
customers to resolve issues fast 
and get what they need, when 
they need it, with an AI-powered 
conversational chatbot.

Workspace
A suite of tools that provides 
agents, case managers, 
help desk professionals, and 
managers with tools to help 
answer customer questions and 
resolve customer problems. 

Service Portal 
Design a self-service experience 
for users via a mobile-
friendly portal interface.

Guided Tours 
Easily create visual, self-help 
guidance to help new users 
quickly learn how to use new 
forms, reports, and apps.

Notify 
Integrate with telephony providers 
such as the Twilio service to manage 
phone calls and SMS messages.

Visual Task Board 
Use a kanban-like task board with 
an intuitive, graphical interface for 
working with any ServiceNow app.

Push 
Move any ServiceNow notification 
to mobile devices via the 
ServiceNow mobile app.

SMS 
Can send any ServiceNow 
notification as an SMS message 
through an SMTP gateway to 
cellular service providers.

Email 
Deliver any ServiceNow 
notification via plain text or 
HTML-formatted email.
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Flow Templates
Starter flows with guided setup 
in App Engine Studio for common 
integration and automation 
patterns including Notifications, 
DevOps, Document Management, 
CRM, Cloud Services, and more. 

Spokes 
Out-of-the-box connectors 
built and maintained by 
ServiceNow for 200 of the 
most critical business systems, 
representing ~ 4,000 integration 
and automation actions.

Action Designer 
IT pro developers can create 
powerful, custom re-usable 
integrations for differentiated 
use cases utilizing REST, SOAP, 
PowerShell, SSH, SFTP, JDBC, 
OpenAPI, JSON, XML, GraphQL, 
and other APIs and protocols.

REST API Trigger
Build a ServiceNow API endpoint 
and respond to inbound API 
calls and conform to inbound 
webhook requests with no code.

Remote Tables 
Lightweight, in-memory virtual 
tables for ad-hoc, real-time 
retrieval of data in remote systems

Remote Instance Spoke 
Provides actions to export, 
import, and manage records in 
a remote instance when events 
occur in a local ServiceNow 
instance, including eBonding.

Connections Dashboard
View and configure connection 
and credential aliases in 
a simplified interface.

Integration and automation 
Accelerate ServiceNow workflow connectivity across any system  

IntegrationHub is low-code integration embedded in ServiceNow workflows and developer tools (Flow Designer®, 
Virtual Agent Designer®, App Engine Studio®) that enables all ServiceNow developers—pro, low, and no code 
—to connect ServiceNow workflows to anything quickly and easily while reducing integration costs. 

IntegrationHub features

Out-of-the box solutions

Packaged integrations for common use cases including:

IntegrationHub import: simplify and accelerate large, 
complex data set import using data stream action 
and IntegrationHub spokes with a drag and drop UI 
for data mapping and transformation, job scheduler, 
and executions dashboard for full import traceability.

Password Reset in Active Directory, Azure AD, Okta,  
and Google Directory.

Client Software Distribution with Microsoft SCCM, 
Microsoft Endpoint Manager, and JAMF.

Virtual Agent for Citrix ITSM Connector: automate 
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktop requests.

Access Management Automation: group and 
system access requests in AD, Azure AD, and Okta.

Remote Process Sync: Set up bidirectional workflow 
integrations, for any workflow type, including eBonding, 
across multiple instances and organizations.
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Developer instance 
Use a free instance of our 
development platform to build, test, 
and deploy your apps rapidly.

Studio IDE 
Work on custom apps in one 
centralized location with an IDE-like 
interface for app developers.

Delegated Development 
Help IT extend app development to  
other employees while maintaining control 
and governance over your instances.

CI/CD
Develop better as a team,  
streamline your DevOps, and iterate 
on feedback early and often.

Source Control integration 
Synchronize your ServiceNow developer 
instance code to the popular Git-
hosted source code repository.

Automated Testing 
Automate custom code tests 
and validate functionality before 
production deployments.

Code sharing 
Employ ServiceNow-hosted online 
exchange to allow customers and 
partners to upload and download 
apps and development content.

Portal widget editor 
Edit a portal widget easily to configure 
your service portal with HTML, CSS, 
and client and server-side scripts.

Widget diagnostic test 
Resolve Service Portal page issues 
by identifying widget customization 
levels and checking widget code 
directly from a portal page.

Application development
Build apps that solve business problems faster

The Now Platform makes it easier for developers to work together to solve problems and test new 
apps. It provides collaboration solutions and a central library for custom code as well as integration 
with GitHub and a script debugger. Together, the Now Platform’s app development solutions can cut 
average development time by days or weeks.

Application development solutions
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Creator Workflows use machine learning, native to 
the Now Platform, to automate manual and repetitive 
processes faster and easier. It also offers various solutions 
to optimize service performance and proactively identify 
anomalies before they cause downtime. Taken together, 
these features allow you to deliver high-performance 
automation more effectively than ever before. 

Performance Analytics 
Predict issues, make better decisions, and quickly identify 
areas for improvement with real-time insight into the patterns 
and trends that make the most impact on your business.

Machine learning 
Surface relevant information and solve issues faster to increase 
customer satisfaction and focus employees on more meaningful work.

Virtual Agent 
Build and deploy intuitive, NLU-powered chatbots to 
empower customers and employees with self-service.

Intelligence capabilities

Native intelligence and analytics 
Track, optimize, and automate decisions  
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Enterprise-strength security
Manage app and data confidentiality, integrity, and availability

Enterprise-strength security solutions support applications built on the Now Platform. It works with a broad 
spectrum of security tools and services, such as tokenization, multi-factor authentication, and LDAP. Any 
application you build on the Now Platform will be compliant with your IT team’s strictest security standards.

Security features

Encryption 
Perform data encryption using 
encryption keys that are stored 
and managed on your premises.

Tokenization 
Replace your sensitive data with unique 
identification symbols while retaining all 
the essential information about the data.

OAuth2.0 
Support for the OAuth open standard 
for token-based authorization.

Multi-Factor Authentication 
User access control with support for 
multiple authentication factors.

SSO 
Support for single sign-on access control 
across your IT systems and applications.

SAML 
Support for the Security Assertion 
Markup Language to enable SSO.

LDAP 
Support for the Lightweight Directory 
Access Protocol open standard for 
authentication of users and groups.

ACLs & Roles 
Support for Role-Based Access Control 
for groups or individuals to regulate 
access to ServiceNow resources.

Antivirus Scanning 
Increase virus protection by scanning 
file attachments to your system records, 
such as incidents, problems, and stories.

Password Policies 
Configure and enforce the required 
strength for user passwords.
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Core services
A complete suite of business automation services

Core services on the Now Platform deliver high-performance process and workflow automation over 
the cloud. They represent building blocks for scalable, enterprise-class service management and can 
be combined to build Creator Workflows for virtually any service management use case.

Core Services

Reporting Engine 
A solution to structure and communicate 
ServiceNow data using reports, 
analytics, and visualizations for faster 
access to data, increased awareness 
and actionability, reduced manual effort, 
and boosted data security and integrity.

CMDB 
A Configuration Management Database 
(CMDB) is a series of tables that contain 
all your assets, business services (with 
CI relationships), and configurations.

Time Series Database 
Collect, retain, analyze, and visualize 
time series data stored in a separate 
database, called MetricBase.

Knowledge Management 
A ServiceNow app that enables the 
sharing of information such as self-help, 
troubleshooting, and task resolution.

Service Catalog 
A ServiceNow app that lets you easily 
create service items that provide your 
customer with self-service opportunities.

Application scope 
Enabling you to separate your apps such 
that one app cannot access the data or 
code of another app without permission.

Business rules 
Server-side logic that can 
automatically trigger when a record 
is displayed, inserted, updated, 
deleted, or when a table is queried.

Additional integration capabilities 
Other ways for developers to 
integrate ServiceNow, including Now 
Platform Web Services REST API, 
Scripted REST APIs, REST API Explorer, 
and Outbound Web Services. 
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For a deeper exploration of ServiceNow Creator Workflows, 
we recommend reading the following:
Creator Workflows solutions page
Create intuitive experiences users love. Enable cross-enterprise, low-code apps that safely deliver agile services at scale.

Creator Workflows handbook: The race for great apps
Low-code app development is helping remove backlogs so companies can accelerate the transformation of business 
processes into digital workflow. We explore the challenges leaders face in building apps fast while avoiding sprawl,  
and suggestions on how to make your low-code adoption a team sport.

Application development without the sprawl
Enterprise architects are in a constant fight against application, data, and cloud sprawl, balancing the value  
of new ideas and technology with the burden of keeping them all optimized. We outline five ways that Creator Workflows 
can accelerate app development without creating additional problems.

Forrester Wave: Low-code Development Platforms for Professional Developers
Read this analyst report for an unbiased, third-party evaluation of low-code platform vendors, as organizations 
move to scale low code across the enterprise. 

© 2021 ServiceNow, Inc. All rights reserved. ServiceNow, the ServiceNow logo, Now, Now Platform, and other ServiceNow marks are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of ServiceNow, Inc.  
in the United States and/or other countries.   

Other company names, product names, and logos may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated.

https://www.servicenow.com/lpebk/the-race-for-great-apps.html
https://www.servicenow.com/lpebk/application-development-without-the-sprawl.html
https://www.servicenow.com/lpayr/forrester-wave-low-code.html
https://www.servicenow.com/workflows/creator-workflows.html
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